Honors Program Committee

Meeting – electronically

Participation – John Broome, Jackie Gallagher, Randall Helmstutler, Lynn Lewis, Jennifer Pollack, Kelli Slunt

Old Business

The following contracts were not approved on February 6, 2015 and were returned to the student for clarification or additional information. The resubmissions were due by Friday February 13, 2015. The following contracts were resubmitted by the deadline and were approved over email by the committee:
   a) CPSC 110
   b) ENGL 251AA
   c) SPAN 202
   d) GEOG 326

The course contracts should bear the HN designation for the specific students who submitted the contracts, effective Spring 2015.

New Business

The committee also discussed electronically adding HISP 490 to list of approved Capstone Courses for the honors program. Approved effective Spring 2015.

In addition

Respectfully Submitted,

Kelli Slunt

Director of Honors Program